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Using Digital Images for STEAM Education and Discovery Through Fiber Art

Abstract
This article proposes using digital images as a pathway to study science, the arts, and technology by way of embroidering enlarged images from illuminated manuscripts. Art galleries, libraries, archives, and museums (GLAMs) can provide this learning opportunity within makerspaces, as a service for users to create patterns for embroidery. Should makerspaces install stations for embroidery pattern creation based on concepts only? Will GLAMs offer more of their local historical images for users based on this method? What will come first, the images to engage users or the demand for historical images from users? This process is a dynamic approach to simultaneously teach some computer/software skills and information literacy, including fair use and citations, via digital image use to create artistic derivatives inspired by historical drawings. Based on the author’s own creative experience and promoting this method in conferences and articles, she presents an approach to teach pattern creation in makerspaces as a method of increasing digital image use for the study of STEAM subjects, offering opportunities to reach more users and help them understand art history, fiber art, digital images, and heighten research skills.
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After practicing the ancient embroidery technique of laid work for over 20 years, the responses from many are striking, from exclamations of awe and wonder, to incredulous and curious questions: “How do you do that?” “Is that a kit I can buy?” “It looks so complex; is it difficult?” These responses reinforce the attraction and desire of many to embroider historical images on fabric and enjoy the result, and the delight of those who see the embroidered copies of historical images but were not previously aware of the original drawings. Because the original drawings are often “hidden” in manuscripts or on websites, most of our population in any geographic area is not in tune with the many historical drawings available in hundreds of thousands of manuscripts produced before the electronic era. Teaching users how to create their own patterns for embroidery from the generous digital resources now available saves users money by avoiding expensive embroidery kit purchases and allows them the ability to create embroidery patterns more unique to them (Davies 2018; Van Lit 2019).

Once people are aware of the interesting drawings in centuries of manuscripts, combined with fiber art opportunities, they will embrace the educational experience offered to them within makerspaces (Sheridan et al 2014; Halbinger 2020). The drawings in illuminated manuscripts, most from 1000 to 1700 C.E., are not only beautiful but offer insight into how artists saw life in their era. Images of insects, birds, animals, people, buildings, clothing, etc. are documentations of the daily lives of various cultures in that time (Olasina 2020). One book published this year showcases a multimedia approach to pattern creativity, focusing on famous women (Frazer 2021). Comparing the drawings of one subject over time is an exciting study in science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics (STEAM) (Salvador-González 2021). When people learn of the drawings in these manuscripts, now online, there may be more demand for works from fiber artists.

The goal of this article is to propose a new makerspace program that will offer methods that enable users to engage in a pathway to making authentic cultural artefacts while simultaneously developing their research skills (Sheridan et al 2014; Salvador-González 2021). This program would provide needed materials for a small fee while supporting students and others who may not have the technological ability, space, equipment, or proper training to create a pattern for embroidery, and yet would benefit from the creative experience. The hope is that many art galleries, libraries, archives, and museums (GLAMs) with special collections will consider this program, develop it in their institutions, and report their findings. Digital archives that make their collections open access will add significant value to the institution’s holdings by enhancing the use of their collections (Hoster 2020; Karlsson 2020; Van Lit 2019; Willey 2017; Shulman 2014; Kelly 2013; Tanner 2004). Makerspaces, or hackerspaces, are considered a movement that engages social change, affecting people on a personal level (Davies 2018; Buchholz et al 2014; Kafai et al 2014). When people create their own patterns for embroidery with historical digital images, they will share them on social media, with family and friends, and perhaps display them in art galleries or even sell them.

This type of educational program is a pathway for educational discovery, especially in STEAM subjects (Barniskis 2014). The ability to compare drawings of flora and fauna over centuries is one possible way to study science, art, and history, helping more people understand the human journey. The simple process of creating individual patterns for embroidery with digital images easily found on the internet presents ideas for creating fiber copies of historical drawings that intersect and share discoverable aspects in STEAM.

Within the Makerspace
According to hackerspaces.org, there are currently 2,410 listed or planned hackerspaces around the globe. Makerspaces offer a communal space for tools and machinery to promote innovative activities and creative experimentation in any form in the areas of science, art, and technology (Davies 2018; Halbinger 2018). The unique combination of applying ancient stitches to enlarged
drawings from illuminated manuscripts, affixed on fabric by way of iron-on transfer paper, is a straight-forward and seamless approach to creating new fiber art based on old drawings. The process frees rare drawings from their original format into one that is easily displayed to the public’s eye as a wall hanging, on a pillowcase, quilt, etc. If a person can draw their own images on fabric, great; however, the purpose of embroidering an image directly from a drawing is to create a fiber copy. Using a digital image with iron-on transfer paper allows for enlarging a miniscule image and creating a larger copy of it. This produces an image clear enough for embroidery. Embroidered copies of a digital image provide new ways to observe history by comparing documentation of different times in history and across geographical areas, thereby exposing those drawings to more people which leads to more STEAM discovery (Willey 2017).

Teaching anyone to create their own pattern for embroidery has many benefits; firstly, it offers a variety of unique and different patterns that can be created using the plethora of digital images available. Secondly, embroidery kits are expensive and mass produced, which often limits those who cannot afford kits to less unique patterns. Thirdly, during a challenging pandemic, offering the software, space, technology, and help in one space will undoubtedly inspire users to go to makerspaces for creative inspiration. Creating enlarged images from tiny drawings found in illuminated manuscripts, beloved photographs, or memorable images from their own lives, will provide endless resources for artistic outlet. Using any drawing or image to create new patterns for embroidery can ultimately reduce stress through creative relaxation (Czamanski-Cohen and Weihs 2016; Fontichiaro 2018). As digital technology continues to grow, academia recognizes the importance of preparing students to use digital technology to address relevant innovation challenges and develop their skillset for current career demands, and makerspaces offer this education (Willey 2017). Pattern creation for embroidery is a unique approach to developing a digital skillset combined with information literacy, and supports personal creativity (Davies 2020; Halbinger 2020; Olasina 2020; Hughes and Morrison 2018; Kafai et al 2014).

Introducing basic copyright issues will assist makerspace users to relax with this creative project by showcasing resources with Creative Commons licenses.a Libraries are developing LibGuides or research guides to point users to collections under Creative Commons licenses (University of Chicago Library 2021; ELON University 2019; Whitman College Penrose Library 2019; Carnegie Mellon University Library 2021). Creating a list or guide for users to access for research would be most helpful in the pattern creation process. Because there is a lack of a consistent cross-citations or Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) numbers in many catalog records and metadata within libraries and archives (Willey 2017), teaching users how to search for specific subjects within digital manuscripts is a necessary element of information literacy (Kim and Yang 2016; Olasina 2020). GLAMs are discovering that providing makerspaces for creating personal and portable computational projects with materials can connect a student or user to everyday experiences and domestic activities such as crafting and sewing while providing a new understanding of the general and personal relevance of computing (Hughes and Morrison 2018; Buchholz et al 2014; Kafai et al 2014).

Makerspaces may help in some facets by providing equipment, technology, and needed materials for those who wish to create their own embroidery patterns (Barniskis 2014; Davies 2018; Halbinger 2020). Making one’s own patterns from digital images offered through the forethought and organization of makerspaces provides a plethora of creative stimuli, and saves money compared to the expensive embroidery kits designed for mass production and high profits. By choosing their preferred images from history and creating their own patterns for embroidery, the user will become connected to their artwork as it becomes unique to them (Hielscher and Smith 2014). Any
handicraft can help a student or user find purpose which supports them in other aspects of learning (Fontichiaro 2018).

When it comes to artistic creativity, many are challenged to create patterns due to lack of drawing skills and may not have the opportunity to pay for art classes. However, creating fiber copies of simple drawings does not require an expensive kit with colors outlined and precise stitches. Would it not be more creative for a user to choose their own image, create a pattern, and apply a free-style way of stitching with colors they want to use? Would more people, in general, even if they were not a scholar or student, benefit from a new way of creating historical copies with needle and thread? Makerspaces are a place to start.

Using themes for STEAM study and fiber art creation offers cross-disciplinary focus and involvement (Fontichiaro 2018; Salvador-González 2021). For example, “The Medieval Screen” (fig. 1) is focused on music, musicians, and musical instruments, from two 13th century manuscripts (Carmen 2021). The images were chosen because they are drawings depicting the daily life of people with their instruments from within the castles of Castile & León (O’Callaghan 1989). For a STEAM focus, the drawings show instruments, some no longer in existence and some that are earlier variants of current instruments. Other research using historical images may include comparisons of how an insect or bird is drawn in different countries over the centuries. Will we see drawings of dodo birds or other species long gone but captured in these drawings? There are many entertaining images found within medieval manuscripts, such as human faces with snail or other animal bodies. These interesting drawings could be regarded as medieval science fiction. Ultimately, the hope is that creating fiber art copies of images and sewing them onto a movable screen, hanging them on a wall, or creating a quilt of the embroidered patches, will inspire others so that more groups and individuals will enjoy the benefits of creating their own laid work patches.

Some may be inspired to use themes of comparisons within STEAM, over centuries of time, to display on such a large foundation as a screen. Others may be satisfied in making a few designs, framed to hang on a wall, which can also lend themselves to studies in STEAM. Below are some examples of miniscule art that can be cropped, enlarged, and embroidered to display drawings from artists’ documentation of historical observations and events. Images from illuminated manuscripts include so much of the human journey. Drawings and paintings of dragons, demons, insects, animals, clothing, madness, illness, and plant life could, over the centuries, be an artistic journey of comparisons. How did different countries see these concepts over time?

**Horse**
Subject searches within each database included: “horse,” “9th century horse,” and “medieval horse,” to find images for comparison over time.

**Fantastic Beasts**

Subject searches within each database included: “fantastic beasts” and “dragons.”
Butterflies
Subject searches within each database included: “butterflies.”
Whale
This image was discovered while searching for “fantastic beasts.”

Note: The image in figure 20 could be divided into two, four, or eight page-sized pieces. Once embroidered, all pieces could be sewn together for a much large fiber piece.

Wrangling the Image
When searching for items to embroider, use simple word searches for the subjects you may be interested in studying. Some common themes within medieval manuscripts include angels, demons, animals, flowers, love, castles, farming, and fantastic beasts. For example, if looking for beetles, one could simply put in a search bar: “beetles” or “beetles AND 12th century England.” Looking for these terms on several websites or databases will result in many different manuscripts with different drawings. Be aware that many of these drawings are tiny but well defined and are often drawn as ornamentation around the text.

Well-known images are often found in “Book of Hours” or “Psalter” manuscripts, so using those terms to search for illuminated drawings can be useful. Many amazing drawings will be discovered if the website offers a paging tool, which allows the manuscript to be viewed page by page and enlarged for better study. Page through the entire manuscript carefully to see the small drawings in the margins.

Consider a state archive with books no longer in publication; many of those books were written about certain towns. Drawings of popular buildings, fallen into decay or gone, could be turned into fiber art and displayed. Many images are uploaded to Pinterest for this purpose and are waiting to be discovered. Consider an old drawing of an 18th or 19th century building, printed on iron-on transfer paper, ironed onto fabric, and embroidered. The fiber copy is then put in a display lightbox or a frame and hung in a local restaurant. This new copy of the image could be enjoyed by many. Recently, Adobe came out with the software Fresco which turns any photo into a drawing (Kushins n.d.). With this technology, any modern-day photo may be turned into a line drawing and used to create wonderful patterns for embroidery. This software, provided in a makerspace, will offer more options for creative and personal aspects for pattern design (Kafai et al 2014).

Teaching and learning the simple tools in Paint, such as the snipping tool and select tool, is important. Within some sites, as you right-click on a page of a manuscript, it will open that image into Paint for you. However, to save the part of the image you may want with Paint, it will be necessary to crop the part you want. Use the select tool, outline the image you want, crop it, and save as a JPEG to your computer. The importance of cropping a specific image and documenting where the image is found cannot be overstated. The best method for enhancing the image once in JPEG format is inserting it into a Microsoft Word document and using the ruler function to adjust the size. If a larger image is desired, open the image in Word, then divide image in half, making two iron-on transfer sizes to be joined on the fabric. Always remember to cite where the image came from, even if it is a tiny drawing in the margin of the page.

Once an object is selected and resized, it can be printed out on iron-on transfer paper. When searching on a website for an image, some sites will just allow you to right-click the image and save to your computer, usually in a PNG format, which you will need to open in another software platform to convert to JPEG or GIF. Microsoft Paint seems to be a workable software for this purpose, and it generally comes with personal computers (PCs). Some websites will allow for export, and you can save an image onto your computer, already formatted as a JPEG for easy use and access. The instructions here are based on a PC, but any computer should have programs available to help crop, resize, and save an image. If a person is not familiar with the process, finding a makerspace that offers this service and provides support would be ideal for them. Some websites will use various formats for sharing their images, so be prepared to be versatile.

The Medieval Screen would not have been created if it were not for the efforts of Greg Lindahl who, in the early 1990s, scanned and digitized the images from various resources of “Cantigas” found in Las Cantigas de Santa Maria. He put them into GIF, JPEG, and PDF formats, and uploaded them to the Society for Creative Anachronism’s (SCA) website (Lindahl n.d.). He made these images open access, allowing for free use. Lindahl created an amazing resource for SCA members by designing simple lists of images from 13th century manuscripts and allowing use of his
images. He also informed SCA members that the images are considered public domain and were excellent references for historic study. If more special collections were to make simple lists in GIF, JPEG, and/or PDF formats of a few drawings from their collections and make them open access, the digital images may be widely used and draw more attention to the collections (Willey 2017; Shulman 2014; Kelly 2013; Tanner 2004).

**Recycling Effort**

One of the benefits of creating fiber art is that the ways the art is made and displayed give ample opportunity to use repurposed materials: donated drapes or tablecloths on which to embroider the images, recycled wood to create frames or repurpose old frames, or even used bi-fold doors to create movable screens. One convenient way to learn a new creative outlet and improve one’s research skills is within makerspaces, which provide the equipment, technology support, and upcycled\(^1\) fabric needed (Davies 2020; Halbinger 2020; Barniskis 2014). Makerspaces can pre-cut the needed materials to specific sizes for various patterns as users come in to design their own patterns for embroidery. Makerspaces can offer handouts of display options, and even explain that the fabrics they provide are from upcycled materials. The focus on reducing the number of throw-away objects within landfills may appeal to some people. Teaching acceptance of repurposed materials is a functional trait of the program.

The Medieval Screen was created by connecting ten used bi-fold doors to build a moveable screen, making it handy to sew completed embroidery works onto the panels (Carmen 2021). The fabric used for the embroidery patches are from donated house drapes that have proven to be sturdy, durable, cost effective, and pleasant to work with. The fabric turned out to be quite appropriate for embroidery, being 75% rayon and 25% acetate; the fabric absorbs the ink from the iron-on transfer paper quite well and is perfect for the embroidery needle.

**Why Laid Work?**

Applying a documented historical stitch technique such as laid work to a historical image will connect the artist with the image they are working on. Understanding the historic stitches by studying the *Bayeux Tapestry* (Bloch 2006; Grape 1994) and applying those same stitches over other historical images provides an association with the time, place, and art. The laid work technique is repetitive, even, and hypnotic. Users who learn handcraft skills such as crochet, embroidery, or knitting describe the new skillset as “hypnotic and calming,” offering a repetitive motion in simple projects and producing a “zen-like” or “meditative” experience (Fontichiaro 2018). The process of creating amazing patterns for embroidery is transformative. Reactions from academics, community members, and children, reached via conference presentations, community presentations, and talking to various people, indicates that many are inspired by and enjoy theembroidered copies of these illuminated and hidden images (Carmen 2015; Carmen 2016; Carmen 2019a).

Laid work offers a rippling effect and looks as if it were woven but is made with needle and thread. Getting this woven result without using a loom makes laid work an easy project to travel with. The simple stitches used with laid work include basics such as the stem stitch, satin stitch, and couching stitch. For more detail, such as in hands and faces, use the split stitch. These basic stitches have no set rules for length of stitches, counting stitches, or challenging techniques. The reason laid work performs so well for covering over simple drawings is because it is designed for many hands to work on one project when needed, and the stitches save floss as they are mainly over the top of fabric. As the *Bayeux Tapestry* shows, using laid work is constructively great at covering large areas (James 2021).

**Image Resources and Image Reuse**
Open access images are accessible via the internet in digital form and are free of charge or copyright and licensing restrictions (Hoster 2020). The mission of most museums is to educate and serve their audiences, including making images of works in their collections accessible. This open access generates goodwill and recognition among museum users (Willey 2017; Kelly 2013; Hoster 2020; Shulman 2014). The ability to discover a variety of geographic origins from original material, moving beyond the well-known illuminated manuscripts from Western Europe, enhances connections with artists working with other cultural traditions and manuscripts. Researchers working on cross-disciplinary discourse with heritage materials will increase their understanding by studying original manuscripts and experiment with cross-cultural communication by interpreting and translating the materials (Ricciardi 2019). Each time an image is seen by a person, that image becomes more familiar. Images displayed as fiber art in a home or public place are likely to be stored in one’s memory and may also pique a person’s curiosity. As most of the medieval illuminated manuscripts are written in dead languages, it is exposure to the images that can increase curiosity and spur investigation. Simply seeing subjects in fiber art, whether displayed on a wall, a pillow, or perhaps a movable screen, is enough to subtly imprint that image to more people.

Museums realize they need to change their opinion and treatment of digital images of their collections and invest in the technology to manage the digital images (Willey 2017; Shulman 2013). When users realize the simplicity of creating their own patterns from digital images, demand for more accessible images will likely increase, based on ease of access, less worry, and less steps to create their patterns. Those GLAMs who continue to restrict use of their digital images will be less used and thus less cited (Hoster 2020; Willey 2017). Allowing free use of digital images not only reduces staff time and expense to the institution but also encourages an increase in citations, making this a type of marketing strategy to increase exposure of the collection the image is from (Hoster 2020; Van Lit 2019; Willey 2017). Great resources for finding digital collections include Artstor, the British Library, the Digital Bodleian, Digitized Medieval Manuscripts App (DMMapp), Digital Scriptorium, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

In 2019, at various presentations, this author surveyed attendees to ascertain if they would consider a program within their makerspaces to create patterns for embroidery utilizing digital images or try the technique themselves. At an August 9, 2019 presentation by the author entitled “Digital Humanities Reawakens an Ancient Embroidery Technique” at the Pacific Northwest Library Association (PNLA) 2019 Conference in Spokane, Washington, approximately 50% of an audience of about 20 responded via show of hands that they could see using this technique as a potential program (Carmen 2019b). Through an online webinar for The Association for Information Science and Technology (ASIST) Special Interest Group for the Arts & Humanities on August 29, over 50% of the nine attendees stated they would like to try this type of program in their makerspaces (Carmen 2019a). On August 31 and September 1, at the Kittitas County Fair in Ellensburg, Washington (Daily Record 2019), discussions with 70 persons revealed that no one had heard of laid work and only one person knew about The Bayeux Tapestry and had seen it in person. Out of these 70 people, about 25 wanted to know more or were interested in trying this technique themselves. The author is also scheduled to teach embroidery creation online early next year, for the Embroiders’ Guild of America (EGA)® (EGA 2021).

Creating patterns for embroidery from images that impact a local geographic area can be quite appealing. Brilliant embroidery combined with iconic images are just some of the products that could be realized with a makerspace embroidery pattern-creation program. Would you not like to find lists of open access, local iconic images available from your local GLAMs? Would a program that offered safe images to use for artistic derivatives and provided necessary equipment, technology support, and programs be a great resource?
Conclusion

Multiple embroidered pieces can advantageously be displayed on a moveable screen, explained in an autoethnography about the creation of a moveable screen using digital images and laid work (Carmen 2021). Building on this concept, makerspaces offering needed materials, technical support, and basics of information literacy will bolster a user’s digital literacy skills and research methods as they build their own patterns for embroidery (Halbinger 2020; Olasina 2020). Not only is the makerspace providing needed supplies, but it also gives users a way to develop research skills.
while introducing basic copyright law and providing multiple resources for the study of art, history, science, and technology (Davies 2018).

The opportunity to teach the user is an important factor, but some community members are not students and may need assistance to search for and locate a desired image. Once they have their image, the makerspace can create the pattern for them for a fee. Once any user leaves the makerspace, they may be given handouts for more information about laid work, or perhaps the makerspace could offer a night class teaching laid work or a workshop about history; it will be different for each makerspace. The pattern creation program is multi-disciplinary, giving ample ways to coordinate with educators in many subjects (Willey 2017).

Will this concept be tried in makerspaces? It is hoped so, given that the author’s fiber copies attract much attention and show the popularity of such a program. Some makerspaces have offered sewing classes and machine embroidery classes in the past (Lane Community College 2021; Green County Public Library 2021; Arlington Public Library 2021). Digital images are continually being discovered, shared, and talked about (Hoster 2020; Buchholz et al 2014; Van Lit 2019). What if more rare images are applied to a specific type of artwork such as laid work? Would there be a spike in downloads and views of digital collections? What about citations of the institutions maintaining the special collections? Once they have embroidered and displayed their embroidered copies, these fiber art pieces may inspire other artistic concepts in addition to discovery of various cultures, languages, science, and science-fiction/fantasy over the ages (Olasina 2020).
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i Ancient stitches based on the Bayeux Tapestry, an artifact from the 11th century, from Normandy, France.

ii Creative Commons is a nonprofit organization that helps users to understand the sharing of knowledge and creativity: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/.

iii Cantiga is a loose translation of “song” in Spanish.

iv The rare manuscript, made up of four known surviving codices, depicts written music and many illuminations about the daily lives in the castles of Castille and León.

v The Society for Creative Anarchonism is an international non-profit, volunteer educational organization: https://www.sca.org/about/.

vi Upcycling is taking a used or incomplete item and turning it into something more useful or better.

vii Embroiders’ Guild of America is a non-profit organization, offering online, local, regional, and national memberships focused on teaching the art of embroidery. Membership is open to anyone, with many resources offered including classes, workshops, and shared tips for free or for fee: https://egausa.org/about-us/.